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Bring Back the Joy in Neuroradiology
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In School of Medicine leadership forums, affinity group

meetings of the Association of American Medical Colleges,

and at the American Medical Association, everyone is talking

about “resilience,” “burnout,” and “attrition.”1-4 Medical

practitioners struggle with the demands of serving their pa-

tients, finding meaning in their work in the face of increased

emphasis on revenue generation and regulatory demands, and

maintaining some semblance of a home life. In our field of

neuroradiology, recognized by the readership of the American

Journal of Neuroradiology as the best profession ever, we too

have experienced anxiety when we hear about the future

changes in health care that dampen our positive attitudes.

However, if we focus only on how to build resilience, prevent

burnout, handle disappointments, or prevent attrition, we have

already lost the battle. What we want instead is to be delighted to

be at work! Fun! Pleasure! In this short editorial, we hope to pro-

vide you with some tips on returning joy to neuroradiology.

Mission Centric
Believing in the principles of the mission of your work is the first

step to joyfulness in that work. If you believe in the vision and

values of your practice and the worthiness of committing energy

to its success, you will have a sense of purpose that enables a sense

of satisfaction.1,5 We advocate strongly for a thoughtful intermit-

tent full staff review of the mission statement of the practice and a

commitment to dedicating necessary resources to achieving the

goals in that statement. When you believe in your work, you are

happy performing it.2,5

Empowerment
Physicians are often, by virtue of their profession, considered

leaders in their community. Part of enhancing job satisfaction

resides in finding the individual niches in which all members of

the team are empowered and eager to lead, grow, and excel.6

Centralization of power under 1 Director/CEO/President/

Chairman with autocratic governance should be weighed

against providing colleagues responsibility and encourage-

ment to determine that part of the practice where they have

jurisdiction/sovereignty/growth to be creative.2 That may

mean considering assigning directors of spine imaging, brain

imaging, head and neck imaging, fellowship training, resi-

dency training, medical student training, outpatient clinics,

hospital services, and so forth, within neuroradiology. When

people do what they love, their work excels, and data show that

physicians spending at least 20% of their professional effort

doing the work they find most meaningful are at much lower

risk of burnout.3 Give people an opportunity to shine and then

shine the spotlight on their good work, which leads to. . .

Gratitude
People want to be appreciated. One of the best ways to foster a

happy workplace is to have an attitude of gratitude, in which

finding someone doing something right is the norm.7 Having

people feel comfortable complimenting each other in an open

fashion takes practice to sound sincere and not forced. Consider

“Thankful Thursdays,” when people are encouraged to acknowl-

edge the exceptionally positive interactions in their work life in a

public way. Build an atmosphere of beneficence.

Mindfulness
While we all must be planful about addressing the challenges of

the future, mindfulness training brings one back to present

conditions. When mindful, one focuses awareness on the pres-

ent moment, channeling the inner harmony of body and mind,

yet being available to others. Being able to engage fully in the

moment (and put away our social media/electronic distracting

devices) allows one to set the mind at peace and connect fully

with patients, colleagues, and loved ones.8-10 Setting aside sev-

eral minutes each day for refocusing, be it meditation or intro-

spection or self-reflective exercises, has long-term joy-inspir-

ing consequences.

Play
Nothing has inspired greater joy in our workplace than the

playfulness we bring to our jobs in neuroradiology. Whether it

is dressing up in kooky outfits for Halloween or showering

faculty with candy/games/shaving cream/jokes, cultivating an

atmosphere of light-heartedness is good. Having leadership

dress up in self-deprecating costumes for Halloween or Santa

outfits for the winter holidays are examples of transforming

the dreariness of the mundane into a super-special delightful

day. The suspense about how the boss will be dressed this year

in September and October lends a cheerfulness to the work-

place that far exceeds the cost of an Ironman costume. Daily

15- to 20-minute competitions for a month devoted to Su-

doku/finding the missing words/puzzlers/scavenger hunts also

can lighten the mood during the heavy-volume periods at

work. A 5-minute dance party elevates the mood and energizes

an often-sluggish midafternoon (the introverts here get to pick

the music, clap on the side, and take the embarrassing videos to

post to social media). Share joy.

Decorations
Why do people ride around sundry neighborhoods during the

winter/Christmas festival times? Why have some Jewish families

adopted Hanukkah bushes? Why are the Kwanza lights and Di-

wali fireworks so popular? For whatever reason, seeing decora-

tions and holiday cheer (on the walls of your office/workplace/

building and so forth) in a tasteful and diversity-respectful

manner brings joy to the workplace.11 After an initial investment,

being able to pull out wall decorations for the New Year, Valen-

tine’s Day, St Patrick’s Day, Springtime, Memorial Day, Indepen-

dence Day, Thanksgiving, Halloween, Winterfest, and Elvis Pres-

ley commemorations has a dramatic impact on those coming tohttp://dx.doi.org/10.3174/ajnr.A5392
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work. You create a party atmosphere based on the environment.

Working here is fun.

Celebrations
Festivities that acknowledge group and individual successes or

milestones help to create a positive mental outlook at work. Have

you installed that new magnet in the department? Party! Junior

faculty member got her first RO1? Celebrate at work! Instead of

going to the corner bar for champagne, let the workplace become

associated with the successes and the happy place where those

successes are recognized. Combine the partying with acknowledg-

ment of the diversity within your work group by selecting ethnic

food for the revelry with nation-specific music selections, and you

can multiply the good will that such celebrations inspire. Take the

opportunity to acknowledge success and have the work environ-

ment be the place for celebrations.4,12

Group Exercise and Nutrition
In healthy people, being joyful is easier. Exercise, movement

releases, and healthy meals and snacks at work will inspire

better spirit and more energy.13 In 1 such initiative, we spent

20 minutes a day doing staff-led dance instruction with the

goal of being the best dancing division at the winter holiday

departmental party. Doing line dances led by experienced tal-

ented members of the team not only showed what people are

capable of outside of work but also allowed moving in a fun

fashion that built enthusiasm throughout the day…before and

after the lessons. Some team members even felt an improved

self-image because they were finally, with practice, able to

move more rhythmically on the dance floor (yes, we mean you

Dave Yousem!). Make sure you are offering heart-healthy

whole foods and plant-based treats at these breaks.

These are just some ideas that can be implemented at a low

cost of time, energy, and finances yet yield great gains for

building happiness at work. Each of these categories of inter-

ventions can be discussed more fully with the leadership team,

but often the initiatives are best implemented from rank and

file ideas that are part of an explicit program to bring the joy

back to the workplace.
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